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ABSTRACT 15 

 16 

Artificial microRNAs (amiRNAs) are the expression products of engineered microRNA 17 

(miRNA) genes that efficiently and specifically down-regulate RNAs that contain 18 

complementary sequences. Transgenic plants expressing high levels of one or more 19 

amiRNAs targeting particular sequences in the genomes of some RNA viruses have 20 

shown specific resistance to the corresponding virus. This is the case of the Arabidopsis 21 

thaliana transgenic line 12-4 expressing a high level of the amiR159-HC-Pro targeting 21 22 

nucleotides in the Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV; family Potyviridae) cistron coding for the 23 

viral RNA silencing suppressor HC-Pro that is highly resistant to TuMV infection. In 24 

this study we explored the fate of this resistance when the A. thaliana 12-4 plants are 25 

challenged with a second virus in addition to TuMV. The A. thaliana 12-4 plants 26 

maintained the resistance to TuMV when this virus was co-inoculated with Tobacco 27 

mosaic virus, Tobacco rattle virus (TRV), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Turnip yellow 28 

mosaic virus, Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), Lettuce mosaic virus or Plum pox virus. 29 

However, when the plants were pre-infected with these viruses, TuMV was able to co-30 

infect 12-4 plants pre-infected with TRV, CaMV, and, particularly, with CMV. So, pre-31 

infection by another virus jeopardizes the amiRNA-mediated resistance to TuMV. 32 

33 
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Most groups of eukaryotic organisms contain in their genomes microRNA (miRNA) 34 

genes, which are involved in the regulation of gene expression and epigenetic modifications 35 

(2). Genes coding for miRNAs are transcribed by the RNA polymerase II in long non-protein-36 

coding primary-microRNA transcripts (pri-miRNAs), which are first processed to fold-back 37 

precursors (pre-miRNAs) and then matured to small double stranded RNAs (3). The guide 38 

and passenger strands forming the RNA duplex are properly unfolded and only the mature 39 

miRNA (guide strand) is recruited by an Argonaute (AGO) protein to form the active RNA-40 

induced silencing complex (RISC). In plants, like Arabidopsis thaliana L., Dicer-like1 41 

(DCL1), an enzyme of the Dicer family with two RNase III domains, mediates cleavage of 42 

the pri- and pre-miRNAs. The miRNA loaded in RISC acts as a template to guide the 43 

silencing of complementary target mRNAs. In plants, miRNAs are usually highly 44 

complementary to their target, which typically triggers the cleavage of the targeted mRNA 45 

and subsequent degradation (26,38). 46 

Soon after the discovery of the basic steps of the miRNA processing pathway, it was 47 

shown that both animal and plant miRNA precursors could be engineered to express small 48 

RNAs whose sequences were unrelated to the corresponding mature miRNAs (31,40). The 49 

utility of the artificial miRNA (amiRNA) technology was previously demonstrated in plants 50 

silencing genes with high specificity (1,36). Schwab et al. (2006) designed and expressed a 51 

series of amiRNAs based on A. thaliana miRNA172a and miRNA319a backbones to target 52 

selected genes with notable phenotypic outcomes. The technology of amiRNAs was quickly 53 

adapted to produce virus resistant plants. Niu et al. (2006) generated A. thaliana transgenic 54 

lines expressing amiRNAs targeting two different 21-nt regions in the genes coding for the 55 

P69 and HC-Pro RNA silencing suppressors of Turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV; family 56 

Tymoviridae) and Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV; family Potyviridae). Each amiRNA 57 

(amiR159-P69 and amiR159-HC-Pro) was produced from a 273-nt backbone based on the 58 

precursor of the endogenous amiR159a from A. thaliana and conferred specific resistance to 59 

the corresponding virus (30). Similar strategies based on the expression of one or co-60 

expression of two or more amiRNAs conferred resistance to Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) 61 

in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) (33), in A. thaliana (10) and in tomato (42), Potato virus Y 62 

in tobacco (18), some negative-sense single-stranded RNA viruses in Nicotiana benthamiana 63 

Domin. plants (21), or Wheat streak mosaic virus in wheat (11). 64 

Using two different A. thaliana transgenic lines expressing different levels of the 65 

amiR159-HC-Pro against TuMV (30), we have recently investigated the likelihood of 66 

emergence of virus variants able to break the amiRNA-mediated resistance (22). Although the 67 
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A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4 expressing a high level of the amiR159-HC-Pro was 68 

remarkably resistant to TuMV infection, certain virus populations evolved by successive 69 

passaging in A. thaliana wild-type (WT) plants were able to break the resistance. All virus 70 

populations breaking resistance had fixed alleles with at least one mutation in the 21-nt 71 

sequence targeted by the amiRNA. Interestingly, virus evolved by successive passaging in the 72 

A. thaliana transgenic line 10-4 expressing a sub-inhibitory level of the amiR159-HC-Pro 73 

broke the resistance of the 12-4 line at a seven times higher rate (22). Characterization by 74 

ultra-deep sequencing of some of the virus lineages that were able to break the resistance in 75 

the A. thaliana 12-4 transgenic line showed that from the very first passage the virus 76 

populations contained many alleles potentially able to break resistance, although at low 77 

frequencies. Some of these resistance-breaking alleles were predominant in the viral 78 

population once the resistance was broken in the A. thaliana 12-4 line, although co-existed 79 

with the WT allele, now at low frequency (28). Not surprisingly, the frequencies of the 80 

potentially resistance-breaking alleles were more than one order of magnitude higher in the 81 

virus populations evolved in the A. thaliana transgenic line 10-4 expressing a sub-inhibitory 82 

amount of the amiR159-HC-Pro (28). 83 

The goal of the present study was to analyze another potential cause of breaking the 84 

amiRNA-mediated antiviral resistance, namely mixed viral infections. Plants use some of the 85 

RNA silencing pathways as one of main defense line against invading viruses (9). Viruses 86 

respond with the expression of RNA silencing suppressors to counteract the plant defense 87 

(23), and the expression of some viral RNA silencing suppressors has been shown to interfere 88 

not only with the antiviral RNA silencing pathways but also with the miRNA pathway (19), 89 

potentially affecting the amiRNA biogenesis. Here, we screened the fate of the amiR159-HC-90 

Pro-mediated resistance to TuMV in mixed infections with viruses belonging to five different 91 

taxonomic groups. The virus accompanying TuMV was either co-inoculated or pre-inoculated 92 

in the A. thaliana 12-4 transgenic line. Our results illustrate how some viruses like Tobacco 93 

rattle virus (TRV), Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) and, notably, CMV help TuMV break 94 

the amiRNA-mediated resistance when they are already present in the plant at the moment of 95 

TuMV inoculation. 96 

 97 

MATERIALS AND METHDOS 98 

 99 

Plant inoculations. To produce TuMV, Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), TRV, CMV, 100 

TYMV, CaMV, Lettuce mosaic virus (LMV), and Plum pox virus (PPV) infectious extracts, 101 
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adequate host plants for each virus were inoculated with an initial infectious material (see 102 

below). About 14 days post-inoculation (dpi), when infection symptoms were clearly 103 

observable, symptomatic tissues were harvested, aliquoted, and frozen and stored at −80 ºC. 104 

Aliquots of the different infected tissues were then ground with a mortar and pestle in the 105 

presence of liquid N2 and homogenized in ten volumes of inoculation buffer (50 mM 106 

potassium phosphate, pH 8.0). The resulting crude extracts were used to mechanically 107 

inoculate batches of 3-week-old A. thaliana WT and transgenic (line 12-4, expressing a high 108 

level of amiR159-HC-Pro) plants. For this purpose, three aliquots of 5 µl 10% Carborundum 109 

in inoculation buffer were applied onto three different fully-expanded rosette leaves and a 110 

cotton swab, soaked with infectious extract (or 1:1 mix of extracts in co-inoculation 111 

experiments), rubbed gently on the leaves’ surface. In both the co-inoculation and pre-112 

inoculation experiments, four A. thaliana WT plants were inoculated with TuMV and TMV, 113 

TRV, TYMV, LMV or PPV, and 20 A. thaliana WT plants were inoculated with TuMV and 114 

CMV or CaMV. In the case of the A. thaliana 12-4 plants two batches of 20 plants were 115 

inoculated in two independent experiments (total 40 plants) with TuMV and each one of the 116 

seven other viruses for both the co-inoculation and pre-inoculation. In pre-inoculation 117 

experiments, the other viruses were first inoculated and a week later three new fully-expanded 118 

rosette leaves were inoculated with TuMV. Plants were kept in a growth chamber with cycles 119 

of 12 h of light at 25 ºC and 12 h of darkness at 23 ºC. 120 

To produce the initial TuMV infection, N. benthamiana plants were mechanically 121 

inoculated with a plasmid containing a TuMV cDNA (GenBank accession number 122 

AF530055.2 with a few point mutations) corresponding to isolate YC5 from calla lily 123 

(Zantedeschia sp.) (5) under the control of CaMV 35S promoter (6). In the case of TMV, N. 124 

benthamiana plants were mechanically inoculated with 5’-capped transcripts produced in 125 

vitro from a plasmid containing a cDNA of the TMV-U1 strain (7). The initial infection of 126 

TRV was produced by agroinoculation of N. benthamiana plants with a 1:1 mix of two 127 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens transformed with plasmids containing the cDNAs corresponding 128 

to the RNA1 and RNA2 of this virus under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter (8). A mix 129 

of the three 5’-capped transcripts corresponding to the CMV-Fny strain were produced in 130 

vitro and mechanically inoculated in tobacco (34). The infection with TYMV was started by 131 

mechanical inoculation of A. thaliana with a plasmid containing a TYMV cDNA (32). 132 

Plasmid pCaMVW260 (35) was mechanically inoculated in Brassica rapa L. cv. Just Right. 133 

A plasmid with the cDNA of an LMV sequence variant consisting of a recombinant between 134 

LMV-E and LMV-AF199 under the control of CaMV 35S promoter and A. tumefaciens nos 135 
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terminator (20,29) was mechanically inoculated in N. benthamiana. Finally, the Rankovic 136 

strain of PPV under the control of 35S promoter and nos terminator was agroinoculated in N. 137 

benthamiana (24). 138 

Virus diagnosis. Fourteen days after the co-inoculation or after the second inoculation 139 

(pre-inoculation experiments) 100 mg of tissue from various systemic leaves were harvested, 140 

frozen and ground in a 2 ml Eppendorf tube with a 4 mm diameter stainless steel ball using a 141 

Retsch MM300 mill for 1 min at 30 s−1. RNA or DNA was purified using silica gel spin 142 

columns eluting in 10 µl (Zymo Research, Irving, CA, USA). To reverse transcribe the viral 143 

RNAs, 1 µl of the RNA preparations were subjected to reverse transcription with 50 U M-144 

MuLV reverse transcriptase (Revertaid, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 10 U 145 

RNase inhibitor (Thermo Scientific), 1 mM dNTPs and 5 pmol of the appropriate primer 146 

depending on the diagnosed virus (Table 1) in a 10 µl volume reaction with 50 mM Tris-HCl, 147 

pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM dithiothreitol for 45 min at 42 ºC, 10 min at 50 148 

ºC and 5 min at 60 ºC. The mix of RNA and primer in H2O was denatured for 1.5 min at 98 149 

ºC prior to addition of the remaining reagents. One µl of DNA or the cDNA product of the RT 150 

reaction were subjected to PCR amplification in 20 µl volume reactions with 1 U Thermus 151 

thermophilus DNA polymerase (Biotools, Madrid, Spain), 1 µM each primer (Table 1), 0.2 152 

mM dNTPs, 75 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl and 20 mM (NH4)2SO4. 153 

Reactions were incubated for 2 min at 94 ºC followed by 30 cycles of 40 s at 94 ºC, 30 s at 55 154 

ºC and 3 min at 72 ºC, with a final extension of 10 min at 72 ºC. PCR products were analyzed 155 

by electrophoresis in 1% agarose gels in buffer TAE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM sodium acetate, 1 156 

mM EDTA, pH 7.2). Gels were stained with ethidium bromide. 157 

AmiR159-HC-Pro quantification. Total RNA was extracted from three different 158 

fully-expanded rosette leaves of three independent 4-week-old amiR159-HC-Pro-expressing 159 

A. thaliana plants (line 12-4) non-inoculated or pre-infected by TMV, TRV, CMV, TYMV, 160 

CaMV, LMV or PPV using the Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Paisley, UK). 161 

The quantification of amiR159-HC-Pro in the RNA preparations was performed by RT-162 

quantitative PCR as described before (22).  163 

Statistical analyses. In single infection experiments, Fisher’s exact probability tests 164 

for 2×2 contingency tables (37) were used to evaluate the effect of A. thaliana genotype (WT 165 

vs. 12-4) on the infectivity of each virus. In multiple inoculation experiments Fisher’s exact 166 

probability tests for 2×3 contingency tables (12) were used to evaluate the effect of A. 167 

thaliana genotype or inoculation scheme (pre- vs. co-inoculation) in TuMV infectivity in 168 

presence of the different companion viruses. The same test was also used to discard block 169 
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effects in the case of the A. thaliana 12-4 plants. Infectivity data were also analyzed in a 170 

different way. An infection interference index was computed between pairs of co-infecting 171 

viruses as 172 

STuMV,y = pTuMV,y – pTuMVpy,       (Eq. 1) 173 

where pTuMV,y was the observed frequency of plants simultaneously infected by TuMV and 174 

companion virus y and pTuMV and py the observed frequencies of infection for TuMV and 175 

virus y in single inoculation experiments (Table 2). If the infectivity of TuMV is independent 176 

of the presence of the companion virus y, then observed and expected (pTuMVpy) frequencies 177 

will be equal and thus STuMV,y = 0. Values of STuMV,y significantly deviating from this null 178 

expectation imply synergistic (positive) or antagonistic (negative) interference during 179 

infection. To evaluate the statistical significance of STuMV,y estimates, we proceeded as 180 

follows.  First, the standard error of every p in Eq. 1 was calculated as σ p = p 1− p( ) n  (39), 181 

where n is the number of plants inoculated for a given trial. Second, we applied Fisher’s delta 182 

method for error propagation to Eq. 1 to obtain the standard error of STuMV,y, 183 

σ STuMV,y
= σ pTuMV,y

2 + py
2σ pTuMV

2 + pTuMV
2 σ py

2 . Finally, statistical significance of STuMV,y was 184 

evaluated using the standard normal distribution. Other statistical tests are introduced when 185 

necessary.  All analyses were performed using IBM SPSS v. 21 (Armonk, NY, USA). 186 

 187 

RESULTS 188 

 189 

Co-inoculation of the A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4 expressing the amiR159-190 

HC-Pro with TuMV and a series of other viruses. The A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4 that 191 

expresses a high level of the antiviral amiR159-HC-Pro, which targets 21-nt in the TuMV 192 

cistron coding for HC-Pro (Fig. 1), is highly resistant to TuMV infection (22,30). To 193 

investigate the outcome of this resistance when the plants are challenged by two different 194 

viruses in mixed infections, plants were co-inoculated with infectious extracts of TuMV and 195 

other viruses belonging to the same or different taxonomic groups. We chose TMV (genus 196 

Tobamovirus) and TRV (genus Tobravirus), both belonging to the family Virgaviridae, CMV 197 

(family Bromoviridae), TYMV (family Tymoviridae), and CaMV (family Caulimoviridae) as 198 

representatives from phylogenetically unrelated families. We also chose two viruses 199 

belonging, like TuMV, to the genus Potyvirus (family Potyviridae): LMV and PPV. All these 200 

viruses and particularly the sequence variants used in this study were previously described to 201 
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be highly infectious in the ecotype Col-0 of A. thaliana. Nonetheless, we checked their 202 

infectivity in our particular experimental conditions. 203 

Using plasmids containing the DNA (CaMV) or the cDNAs (all the other) of the 204 

different viruses, we first infected a typical host plant for each virus. As soon as the plants 205 

showed symptoms, the symptomatic tissues were harvested and frozen. Aliquots of these 206 

tissues were used to produce the different infectious extracts that were employed to 207 

mechanically inoculate WT and amiR159-HC-Pro-expressing (line 12-4) A. thaliana plants. 208 

Fourteen dpi, infection by the different viruses was diagnosed by PCR (CaMV) or RT-PCR 209 

(all the other viruses) and subsequent electrophoretic analysis of the amplification products. 210 

All extracts were highly infectious in WT A. thaliana plants (Table 2). All extracts, except 211 

TuMV (P < 0.001) were also highly infectious in 12-4 A. thaliana plants (Table 2).  212 

Next, we sought to evaluate if co-inoculation of plants with other viruses affected the 213 

infectivity of TuMV, in particular in the highly resistant 12-4 plants. To do so, we co-214 

inoculated WT and 12-4 A. thaliana plants with TuMV and each one of the other viruses. 215 

Fourteen dpi systemic tissues were harvested, total RNA or DNA purified and the virus 216 

infections diagnosed. Co-inoculation of the transgenic 12-4 plants was carried independently 217 

twice with two batches of 20 plants. Results of both replicates of the experiment were 218 

homogenous (P = 1 in all cases); therefore, we combined the results to calculate the ratios of 219 

infected plants. Fig. 2A shows the ratio of plants that were co-infected with both viruses or 220 

singly infected with the other virus or with TuMV. In the co-inoculations with TMV, TRV 221 

and LMV, all WT plants were co-infected with both viruses, whereas most 12-4 plants were 222 

singly infected by TMV, TRV or LMV, and these differences in infectivity between plant 223 

genotypes were highly significant (P < 0.001 in all three cases). The results with CMV were 224 

similar, but in this case only 70% of the WT plants were co-infected and 67% of the 12-4 225 

plants were infected by only CMV (test of equal infectivity between plant genotypes: P < 226 

0.001). In the case of CaMV, results were more complex because 75% of the WT plants were 227 

doubly infected and the remaining 25% were infected just with TuMV, whereas 20% of the 228 

12-4 plants were infected by only CaMV and the other 80% not infected at all (test of equal 229 

infectivity between plant genotypes: P < 0.001). In the co-inoculation with TuMV and 230 

TYMV, all WT and 12-4 plants were singly infected by TYMV. Finally, in the co-inoculation 231 

with TuMV and PPV, TuMV singly infected all WT plants whereas most 12-4 plants were 232 

infected only by PPV. In all the cases, not a single amiR159-HC-Pro-expressing 12-4 plant 233 

was infected by TuMV (Fig. 2A). 234 
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Table 3 shows the infectivity indexes STuMV,y estimated for TuMV and each one of the 235 

seven companion viruses obtained for the co-infection experiments. Interestingly, TYMV and 236 

PPV showed significant antagonism with TuMV in WT A. thaliana plants (STuMV,y < 0). Since 237 

TuMV was not found in any of the co-inoculated 12-4 plants, STuMV,y = 0 in all cases (Table 238 

3). 239 

In conclusion, while there appear to be interactions and interference between some of 240 

the viruses and TuMV when co-inoculated, we observed no impact of the co-inoculation with 241 

any one of the seven companion viruses on the ability of TuMV break the amiR159-HC-Pro 242 

mediated resistance of 12-4 plants. 243 

Inoculation with TuMV of amiR159-HC-Pro-expressing A. thaliana plants already 244 

infected with another virus. To further investigate the resistance of the A. thaliana 12-4 line 245 

to TuMV in mixed infections, we performed experiments in which plants were pre-inoculated 246 

with the other viruses and then inoculated with TuMV at 7 dpi, once the infection by these 247 

other viruses was established. Fourteen days after the second inoculation, DNA or RNA was 248 

purified from systemic tissues and the infection by the different viruses diagnosed by PCR or 249 

RT-PCR (Fig. 2B). Those plants that were diagnosed as non-infected by the first virus after 250 

the pre-inoculation were discarded from the analysis. Again, pre-inoculation of the transgenic 251 

12-4 plants was carried independently twice with two batches of 20 plants. Results of both 252 

replicates of the experiment were also homogenous (P ≥ 0.229 in all cases) and the counts 253 

combined to calculate ratios of infected plants. 254 

The new experimental setup did not alter the results in the cases of TMV and LMV: all 255 

WT plants were co-infected with both viruses whereas all the 12-4 plants were singly infected 256 

by TMV or LMV (Fig. 2B). Surprisingly, the pre-inoculation approach in the case of TYMV 257 

gave the same result as TMV and LMV, and radically different from what was observed in 258 

the co-inoculation experiment: all WT plants were infected by both viruses whereas all 12-4 259 

plants were infected only by TYMV (Fig. 2B). Identical results were obtained for plants pre-260 

infected with PPV: all WT plants were co-infected by both viruses whereas all 12-4 plants 261 

were singly infected by PPV (Fig. 2B). This lack of effect of the inoculation method (co- or 262 

pre-inoculation) on TuMV infectivity was consistent with the non-significant result of 263 

Fisher’s exact probability tests run for each of these viruses (P = 1 in all cases). However, 264 

pre-infection of the 12-4 plants with TRV, CMV and CaMV significantly helped TuMV break 265 

the resistance provided by the amiRNA in a variable extent. In the case of CaMV, all the WT 266 

plants were doubly infected by CaMV and TuMV, whereas approximately 36% of the 267 

infected 12-4 plants were doubly infected (Fig. 2B).  Nonetheless, the effect of the inoculation 268 
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method was not significant for CaMV in either plant genotype (P = 0.182 for WT and P = 269 

0.076 for 12-4). Similarly, in the case of TRV, all the WT plants were doubly infected by 270 

TRV and TuMV, whereas approximately 29% of the 12-4 plants were co-infected by TRV 271 

and TuMV (Fig. 2B), with the difference of the inoculation method significant in the 12-4 272 

plants (P = 0.01) but not in the WT plants (P = 1). Finally, the most remarkable results were 273 

obtained for CMV: all WT and approximately 94% of the 12-4 plants were doubly infected by 274 

both CMV and TuMV (Fig. 2B).  The inoculation method has no effect for the WT plants (P 275 

= 1) while it has a highly significant effect on the 12-4 plants (P < 0.001). 276 

Table 3 shows the infection interference indexes STuMV,y computed for TuMV and each 277 

one of the seven companion viruses in the pre-inoculation experiments. In agreement to the 278 

results described in the previous paragraph, the outcome of TuMV infection was independent 279 

on whether the companion virus was present or absent (no significant deviations from the 280 

independent action hypothesis) in WT plants.  By contrast, TRV, CMV and CaMV show 281 

highly significant positive synergy with TuMV (Table 3) when pre-inoculated in the 12-4 282 

plants. 283 

In conclusion, we observed that pre-infection with TRV, CaMV, and particularly with 284 

CMV had a positive effect on the ability of TuMV to infect and accumulate in the 12-4 285 

resistant plants. 286 

Effect of virus infection on amiR159-HC-Pro concentration. After observing that 287 

pre-infection with some viruses helps TuMV break the resistance mediated by the amiR159-288 

HC-Pro in the 12-4 A. thaliana plants, we measured the amiR159-HC-Pro concentration, in 289 

triplicate, in non-inoculated plants (control) and in plants pre-infected by each one of the 290 

seven companion viruses. The tissues assayed for amiR159-HC-Pro concentration were 291 

equivalent to those inoculated with TuMV in the pre-inoculation experiments. Fig. 3 shows 292 

that the amiR159-HC-Pro concentration increased in all infected plants compared to the non-293 

inoculated control. The lowest accumulation corresponds to CaMV-infected plants (1.37 294 

times more than the control) and the largest to plants infected with TYMV (2.5-fold increase 295 

relative to the control). A Kruskal-Wallis test found significant overall differences among 296 

experiments (H = 15.760, 7 d.f., P = 0.027) and a post hoc Tukey’s HSD test identified two 297 

homogenous but overlapping groups (indicated by a and b in Fig. 3). Significant pairwise 298 

differences were only found between the negative control and TMV and TYMV.  299 

Interestingly, no obvious association exists between the level of amiR159-HC-Pro 300 

accumulation in plants infected with the other viruses and whether TuMV was able to 301 

accumulate. 302 
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 303 

DISCUSSION 304 

 305 

The amiRNA technology has provided some promising results towards the aim of 306 

obtaining a new generation of crop plants resistant to viruses (10,11,18,21,30,33,42). In 307 

addition to a strong virus resistance achieved in some transgenic lines expressing high levels 308 

of one or more amiRNAs, the technology offers the advantages of little risk of off-target 309 

effects and negligible chance of recombination with other invading viral genomes, due to the 310 

small size of the mature amiRNAs. However, as advanced when the antiviral properties of the 311 

technology in plants were first demonstrated (13), viruses and particularly RNA viruses, 312 

thanks to their amazing evolutionary potential, are able to cope with the resistance. 313 

 The A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4 that expresses a high level of the amiR159-HC-314 

Pro (Fig. 1) is highly resistant to TuMV infection when the plants are inoculated with a virus 315 

population amplified by simply infecting a susceptible host plant with a particular TuMV 316 

cDNA containing the 21-nt target of the amiRNA (22,30). However, when the viral 317 

population is allowed to evolve by successive passaging from plant to plant, the amiRNA-318 

mediated resistance is finally broken (22). Nonetheless, the performance of this resistance 319 

trait was remarkable, because 25 independent lineages of TuMV took a median of 14 320 

evolutionary passages from WT to WT A. thaliana to finally break resistance (22). It is, 321 

therefore, worth exploring the potentiality and limitations of this technology as an antiviral 322 

strategy to manage it properly in a future and more biotechnological agriculture. For example, 323 

Duan et al. (2008) showed that the antiviral efficacy of amiRNAs depend on the local 324 

structures of the target RNAs. Also, Kung et al. (2012) showed that the levels of virus 325 

resistance are positively correlated with the amiRNA expression levels and that expression of 326 

more than one amiRNA has an additive effect. We have previously shown that plants 327 

expressing sub-inhibitory amounts of the antiviral amiRNA jeopardize the resistance, because 328 

the virus population infecting these plants contain a higher frequency of alleles with 329 

mutations in the amiRNA target potentially able to break resistance (22,28). 330 

 In this study, we analyzed the fate of the amiR159-HC-Pro-mediated resistance to 331 

TuMV of the A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4 in mixed viral infections, a frequent situation in 332 

nature. For this purpose, we screened the ability of TuMV to infect the A. thaliana transgenic 333 

line 12-4 when co-inoculated with another virus and when inoculated in plants that were 334 

already infected with another virus. In these experiments we used a total of seven different 335 

companion viruses: four (+)-strand RNA viruses (TMV, TRV, CMV, and TYMV) and one 336 
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DNA virus (CaMV) belonging to four different families apart from the Potyviridae, and two 337 

RNA viruses (LMV and PPV), belonging to the same genus (Potyvirus) and family 338 

(Potyviridae) as TuMV. All seven viruses assayed in this study, or at least the sequence 339 

variants used here, were highly infectious in the ecotype Col-0 of A. thaliana and this high 340 

infectivity was not affected by the expression of the anti-TuMV amiR159-HC-Pro (Table 2). 341 

 The amiR159-HC-Pro protected the A. thaliana plants from TuMV infection in the co-342 

inoculation experiments. Not a single plant belonging to the 12-4 line was infected by TuMV 343 

(Fig. 2A). In contrast, most of the WT plants were co-infected by TuMV and the companion 344 

virus. A notable exception to this observation was co-inoculation of WT plants with TYMV: 345 

not a single WT plant was infected by TuMV, suggesting an antagonistic effect of TYMV on 346 

TuMV infection (STuMV,TYMV < 0; Table 3). Another exception was PPV, all WT plants were 347 

singly infected by TuMV and all 12-4 plants were singly infected by PPV. In this case, the 348 

antagonistic effect is of TuMV on PPV infection of WT plants (Table 3). An antagonistic 349 

effect is also suggested by the results of the co-inoculation with CaMV. TuMV infected all 350 

the WT plants and most were co-infected by CaMV, but TuMV also singly infected some 351 

plants. In this case, the antagonistic effect is of TuMV on CaMV infection, although the effect 352 

was not strong enough as to reach statistical significance (Table 3). Interestingly, although 353 

TuMV did not infect a single A. thaliana 12-4 plant when co-inoculated with CaMV, this 354 

second virus was only able to infect a few (20%) of these plants (Fig. 2A). This result 355 

indicates that the antagonistic effect of TuMV on CaMV infection might occur even though 356 

TuMV itself not being able to establish a systemic infection due to the presence of the anti-357 

TuMV amiRNA. If this interpretation is correct, the amiRNA blockage to the TuMV infection 358 

would occur in a step of TuMV infection in which this virus would have already interfered 359 

with the CaMV infection. 360 

 The amiRNA-mediated protection of the A. thaliana plants against TuMV in the pre-361 

inoculation experiments was also notable, but in this case some of the viruses definitively 362 

helped TuMV break the resistance (Fig. 2B). Pre-infection with TMV, TYMV, LMV, and 363 

PPV did not have any effect on TuMV ability to break resistance. Not a single 12-4 plant was 364 

infected by TuMV (inoculated at 7 days after the first virus) while all the WT plants were co-365 

infected by TuMV and the second virus. It is interesting to note that while TYMV blocked 366 

TuMV infection and TuMV blocked PPV infection of the WT plants in the co-inoculation 367 

experiments, this effect was not observed in the pre-inoculation experiments, indicating that 368 

the antagonistic effect extends exclusively to the initial steps of infection. TRV and CaMV 369 

helped TuMV break the resistance provided by the amiRNA in the pre-inoculation 370 
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experiments: some of the 12-4 plants were co-infected by TRV and TuMV, and CaMV and 371 

TuMV (Fig. 2B). The most remarkable case was, however, CMV. Most 12-4 plants pre-372 

infected with CMV were also co-infected with TuMV (Fig. 2B). 373 

 Our experiments do not allow dissecting why TRV and CaMV, and particularly CMV, 374 

help TuMV break the amiRNA-mediated resistance, but we can speculate that the RNA 375 

silencing suppressors expressed by these viruses somehow interfere with the expression, 376 

maturation, stability or activity of the amiR159-HC-Pro, clearing the way to the TuMV 377 

infection. Quantification of the amiR159-HC-Pro in A. thaliana plants pre-infected with the 378 

seven viruses and in non-inoculated controls showed that in all cases infection with the 379 

companion viruses increases the concentration of the amiRNA in leaf tissues at 7 dpi (Fig. 3; 380 

the increase respect to the non-inoculated control was not statistically significant in CaMV 381 

and PPV). This result indicates that the TuMV resistance breakdown induced by CMV, 382 

CaMV and TRV is not caused by a reduction in the amiRNA concentration, but possibly by 383 

affecting the functionality of the amiRNA. The CMV 2b protein has been shown to be a 384 

suppressor of RNA silencing (4). Despite being a small protein, it interacts with many factors 385 

and pathways in the infected host (14). However, two activities are considered crucial to 386 

interfere with the plant antiviral RNA silencing pathways: the siRNA binding activity (15), 387 

and the Argonaute1 binding activity that inhibits slicing by RISC (41). Interestingly, CMV 2b 388 

has also been shown to bind miRNA in vivo (17). In the case of TRV, the RNA silencing 389 

suppressor activity has been associated to the 16-kDa protein (27). This is considered a weak 390 

suppressor not affecting the endogenous miRNA pathway, however in our pre-inoculation 391 

experiment pre-infection with TRV helped TuMV break the amiR159-HC-Pro-mediated 392 

resistance in 29% of the plants, suggesting some kind of interference with the amiRNA 393 

pathway. Finally, the P6 protein is the viral RNA silencing suppressor of CaMV (25). This 394 

protein interacts with the double-stranded RNA binding protein DRB4 that facilitates the 395 

activity of the major plant antiviral silencing factor Dicer-like4 (16). Again, our results 396 

suggest some kind of interference of the CaMV infection with the amiRNA activity. 397 

In our study we included two potyviruses, LMV and PPV. None of them helped 398 

TuMV break the resistance provided by the amiR159-HC-Pro neither in the co-inoculation 399 

nor in the pre-inoculation assay, indicating that HC-Pro (or the tandem P1/HC-Pro), the 400 

strong RNA silencing suppressor of potyviruses, does not interfere with amiRNA-mediated 401 

resistance. We did not anticipate this result because it was previously described that tandem 402 

expression of TuMV P1 and HC-Pro in A. thaliana plants interfered with the endogenous 403 

miRNA pathway producing developmental alterations (19). In any case, this result may 404 
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explain why the amiR159-HC-Pro is so effective at protecting the A. thaliana plants against a 405 

potyvirus like TuMV. Although in the initial steps of infection the virus was able to deploy its 406 

machinery of RNA silencing suppression, this would not affect the activity of the amiRNA. If 407 

this interpretation is correct, it would support, at least in the case of potyviruses, another of 408 

the advantages that has been associated to the technology of the antiviral amiRNAs. In 409 

contrast to other host RNA silencing pathways, like that of the small interfering RNAs, host 410 

plants are not normally employing the miRNA pathway in antiviral roles, and therefore plant 411 

viruses have not evolved counter-measures to avoid the surveillance of the miRNA pathways. 412 

 413 
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Table 1. Primers used in virus diagnosis by RT-PCR and PCR 548 

 549 

  Deoxyoligonucleotide  sequence (from 5’ to 3’) 

TuMV 

RT TGTCCCTTGCATCCTATCAAATGTTAAG 

PCR 
GCAGGTGAAACGCTTGATGCAGGTTTG (F)a 

CAACCCCTGAACGCCCAGTAAGTTATG (R)a 

TMV 

RT CGCTTTATTACGTGCCTGCGGATGT 

PCR 
CGTTGATGAGTTCGTGGAAGATGTC (F) 

GTGGAGGGAAAAGCACTATGCG (R) 

TRV 

RT CTAATGGCATCAGTGAATATGGTATCACC 

PCR 
TAGGGATTAGGACGTATCGGACCTC (F) 

GTCCTGCTGACTTGATGGACGATTC (R) 

CMV 

RT TCAGACTGGGAGCACTCCAGACG 

PCR 
ATGGACAAATCTGAATCAACC (F) 

TCAGACTGGGAGCACTCCAGACG (R) 

TYMV 

RT GGTGGAAGTGTCCGTGATGAGCGG 

PCR 
CGACAAAGACTCGCCCCCAAG (F) 

GGTGGAAGTGTCCGTGATGAGCGG (R) 

CaMV PCR 
ATCAACAAAGTTGATGG (F) 

GAAGGTATT TGATCTCCTG (R) 

LMV 

RT CCAGACTAGCAACCTTCGAGG 

PCR 
CACAGAACAGACTGTTTGGAATG (F) 

GCTGAACCTACGCCCTTACG (R) 

PPV 

RT CACCTTTGGCAGAGATAGTTTCG 

PCR 
GACTACGGCGTCAATGCTCAAC (F) 

CACCTTTGGCAGAGATAGTTTCG (R) 

 550 
a (F) and (R) indicate forward and reverse. 551 

552 
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Table 2. Infectivity of the different infectious extracts in plants of A. thaliana WT and the 553 

transgenic line 12-4 expressing high levels of the antiviral amiR159-HC-Pro.  554 

 555 

 A. thaliana WTa A. thaliana 12-4a 

TuMV 4/4 0/20 

TMV 4/4 20/20 

TRV 3/4 14/18 

CMV 18/20 18/20 

TYMV 4/4 20/20 

CaMV 19/20 18/20 

LMV 4/4 20/20 

PPV 4/4 15/18 
 556 
a Number of infected plants (14 dpi) over the number of inoculated plants. 557 

558 
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Table 3.  Infection interference index (STuMV,y ± 1 σS) computed for TuMV and each of the 559 

seven companion viruses (y) in both A. thaliana genotypes and using both inoculation 560 

schemes. The significance of the null hypothesis of no interference (STuMV,y = 0) was 561 

evaluated using the standard normal distribution z test (provided in parenthesis) 562 

 563 

Companion virus A. thaliana WT A. thaliana 12-4 

Co-inoculation experiments   

TMV 0 0 

TRV 0.250 ± 0.217 (P = 0.124) 0 

CMV 0.100 ± 0.067 (P = 0.068) 0 

TYMV −1 0 

CaMV −0.2 ± 0.146 (P = 0.146) 0 

LMV 0 0 

PPV −1 0 

Pre-inoculation experiments   

TMV 0 0 

TRV 0 0.290 ± 0.082 (P < 0.001) 

CMV 0.047 ± 0.118 (P = 0.344) 0.943 ± 0.039 (P < 0.001) 

TYMV 0 0 

CaMV 0 ± 0.097 (P = 0.500) 0.357 ± 0.091 (P < 0.001) 

LMV 0 0 

PPV 0 0 

 564 

565 
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LEGENDS TO THE FIGURES 566 

 567 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the TuMV genome with a fragment of the sequence in the 568 

HC-Pro cistron containing the 21-nt complementary target of the amiR159-HC-Pro (boxed on 569 

gray background) expressed in the A. thaliana transgenic line 12-4. The boxes P1, HC-Pro, 570 

P3, P3N-PIPO, 6K1, CI, 6K2, VPg, NIaPro, NIb, and CP represent the cistrons coding for the 571 

different TuMV gene products. The lines 5’UTR and 3’UTR represent the 5’ and 3’ 572 

untranslated regions, respectively. 573 

 574 

Fig. 2. Infectivity of TuMV in mixed inoculations with TMV, TRV, CMV, TYMV, CaMV, 575 

LMV, and PPV in WT and amiR159-HC-Pro-expressing 12-4 A. thaliana plants. (A) Plants 576 

were co-inoculated and the viruses diagnosed 14 dpi. (B) Plants were pre-infected with the 577 

other virus and inoculated with TuMV at 7 dpi. Plants were diagnosed 14 days after the 578 

second inoculation. Black, gray and striped columns indicate plants co-infected, singly 579 

infected by the other virus or singly infected by TuMV, respectively. Note that in (B), since 580 

only plants pre-infected by the other virus were inoculated with TuMV, no TuMV singly-581 

infected plants (striped column) could exist. 582 

 583 

Fig. 3. Accumulation of the amiR159-HC-Pro in A. thaliana plants (line 12-4) non-infected 584 

and infected by TMV, TRV, CMV, TYMV, CaMV, LMV and PPV. Columns represent the 585 

average amount of amiRNA (picograms per 100 ng of total plant RNA) in fully-expanded 586 

rosette leaves of three plants. Error bars indicate ± 1 σ. Letters a and b indicate homogeneous 587 

groups according to a Tukey’s HSD post hoc test. 588 
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